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Year-long Successful Trial Leads SAGA Technologies to Formally Contract JCM Global 
to Supply Bill Validators for Kiosks 

 
DUSSELDORF, Germany (December 3, 2014) – Building on its tradition of providing leading solutions that create 
lasting relationships, JCM Global announced the company has won a contract to provide its better, smarter, faster 
TBV™ bill validator to SAGA Technologies for its kiosks. 
 
The contract was the culmination of a successful year-long field trial of JCM’s TBV inside SAGA Technologies 
kiosks in more than 200 bank branch offices in Moscow. Now JCM will supply TBVs for integration into SAGA 
kiosk production.  
 
SAGA noted the TBV’s bulk note acceptance improved customer service by speeding the deposit process. SAGA 
Technologies Marketing Director Oksana Kalashinikova said, “Immediately after installing the TBV bill validator in 
our kiosks, we noticed a trend of increased service speed throughout our 200 locations. After analyzing the trend, 
we were able to directly attribute the increased speed directly to the TBV’s bulk note feature. This, combined with 
its security features, made it a very attractive option for us.” 
 
JCM EMEA General Manager Payam Zadeh said, “We are very pleased with the tremendous success of our year-
long field test with SAGA, and we are delighted they have chosen to install our TBV in their kiosks moving forward. 
TBV, like other JCM validation products, combines incredible speed with the highest levels of security, giving a 
great experience to both customer and operator that goes beyond a transaction, to making a connection.” 
 
More information on the TBV can be found on JCM’s website, www.jcmglobal.com.  
 
About SAGA 
Founded in 2006 officially, nowadays SAGA Technologies (System Automation and Global Access Technologies) 
JSC is one of the major design and manufacturing companies in the banking self-service kiosks and ATM field of 
Russian Federation. SAGA Technologies designs and manufactures a wide range of banking, ticketing and self-
service kiosks. For more information visit http://saga-tech.ru/en/ 
 
About JCM Global  
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming 
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and 
integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products sets global standards with ground-
breaking products like the iVIZION®, Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA®) and Vega-RC™ bill validators, Intelligent 
Cash Box (ICB®), PayCheck 4™, GEN2 Universal™,  GEN3 Evolution® printers, Ticket2Go™ ticket-out solution, 
TableXchange® printer/scanner, and PromoNet® couponing solution. For more information, visit JCM Global’s 24-
hour tradeshow at www.jcmglobal.com.  
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